Project-X, a multi-MW proton source is now under development at Fermilab. In this paper we present study of high order modes (HOM) excited in continues-wave (CW) superconducting linac of Project-X. We investigate effects of cryogenic losses caused by HOMs and influence of HOMs on beam dynamics. We find that these effects are small. We conclude that HOM couplers/dampers are not needed in the Project-X SC RF cavities.
RF design parameters of half-wave and single-spoke resonators are listed 23 in Table 2 . cavities independently from the other bunches ("incoherent losses") an aver-48 age HOM power per cavity can be estimated as following: P av = k loss q b I av ,
49
where k loss is a loss-factor, q b is a bunch charge, and I av is an average beam 50 current. We then use the maximum value of impedance of the propagating modes 3 SuperLANS is fast and simple program which allows for quick finding of monopole, dipole and quadrupole eigen-modes in axially symmetric RF structures. 4 The beam pipe cut-off frequency the lowest frequency of the beam pipe waveguide modes. The lowest propagating TM mode of the cylindrical beam pipe of radius a has the cut-off frequency f cut-off = ct01 2πa , where c is speed of light and t 01 ≈ 2.4048 is the 1 st zero of Bessel function of 0 th order: J 0 (t 01 ) = 0. For example, HE 650 MHz section of Project-X linac has the beam pipe of radius a = 5 cm and the cut-off frequency f cut-off ≈ 2.3 GHz.
HE electron linac
Proton linac (Project X) (ILC, XFEL or NGLS) f max ~ c/! bunch f max ~ c/a for ! bunch = 50", f max < 6 THz for a = 50mm, f max < 6 GHz Loss factor depends strongly on the ! field ! 
118
We perform simulation of incoherent losses using time-domain calcula- 
142
The spectrum for an idealized 3 GeV beam structure, assuming very 
155
The spectrum of the beam current corresponding to the pulses for Muon
156
Collider operation is shown in Figure 10 . 5 Note that the average value of pulsed current is 5 mA, but there is a 10% pulse DF and 50% DF at the 1 µs "micro"-pulse level. Figure 12 for non-propagating monopole modes and in Figure 13 for dipole
179
HOMs. Figure 14 and Figure 15 show impedances of the same modes. We use the following definition of the dipole mode impedance:
where ω is the mode circular frequency, W is stored energy, v is beam velocity. The integral is taken along the line parallel to the cavity axis at the distance x 0 . Here δf is the difference between HOM frequency and the nearest main beam spectrum line of six fabricated SSR1 resonators has been performed and presented in [13] .
205
The calculated and measured values are found to be in a good agreement.
206
The measured HOM frequency spread is within 7 MHz.
207
Simulation studies of SSR2 and HWR cavities, similar to these of SSR1 208 described above, have been started. We will report results soon. 
215
We require, that the monopole modes should not increase the longitudinal 216 emittance of the beam, ε z :
where Finally, we obtain an estimation for the frequency detuning, δf , that does 224 not lead to a longitudinal emittance growth:
We have the worst case at the start of the HE 650 MHz section, where 226 the bunch length is at the maximum (σ z /c = 7.7 × 10 −3 ns), the second pass- monopole HOM frequency spread is about 1-2 MHz, the probability that 232 the cavity has the resonant frequency close enough to the beam spectrum 233 line is less than 10 −4 for the baseline of the ProjectX CW linac.
234
The cryogenic losses are proportional to the square of the HOM field 235 amplitude:
where Q 0 is an intrinsic quality factor. Therefore, it requires much close 237 proximity of the beam spectrum line and HOM frequency in order to get 238 significant cryogenic losses. If the HOM mode is exactly at the resonance, Requiring that P loss is much smaller than the sum of the static heat load and 241 the cryogenic losses due to accelerating mode (∼20 W), and assuming that 242 the intrinsic quality factor is Q 0 = 5 × 10 9 , we estimate that the maximum 243 allowable value of the monopole HOM loaded quality factor is Q L 6 × 10 7 .
244
A similar approach can be employed for the analysis of dipole modes 245 resonance excitation. The transverse kick caused by an HOM is: following way:
where ε t = 2.5 × 10 −7 /βγ m is the beam transverse emittance [15] , and β f 251 is a beta-function near the cavity. Finally, we can rewrite:
where U 0 is the proton mass in eV. The worst case corresponds to the begin- detuning is δf 1 Hz. When a dipole HOM is in exact resonance,
Using this and Eq. 6 we estimate the maximum allowable value of the dipole 259 HOM loaded quality factor to be Q L 6 × 10 8 . Typical value of Q L in 260 superconducting RF cavities is less (much less for the most HOMs) than 10 8 .
261
Also, condition on δf can be satisfied by cavity spectrum manipulation (see In order to accurately estimate the probability of resonance HOM exci- HOMs parameters is illustrated in Figure 17 .
286
Besides the natural spread of the HOM parameters from cavity to cavity, 287 random deviations of geometry from the designed shape due manufacturing HOMs from a very narrow pass-band, when cell-to-cell coupling is very weak.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 18 
295
By using the predicted deviations of monopole HOMs frequency, Q L , and
296
(R/Q) we generated 10 5 random linacs in order to estimate probability of energy. Thus, we can neglect the effect of RF losses variation along the linac.
301
The cumulative probability of losses per cryomodule is shown in Figure 20 We may conclude that cryogenic losses due to resonant excitation of . Geometrical parameters of the cavity are shown in Table 6 . We 325 perform a similar statistical analysis of the HOM spectrum for this cavity. with bellows, randomly varying geometry of cavities, as described above. We Baseline Project-X design has a complicate beam structure that con-
341
sists of three sub-components (1MHz, 10MHz, and 20MHz, see Figure 8 ).
342
HOM frequencies are not harmonics of the frequencies of these beam sub- We perform a statistical analysis in order to calculate the probability of moved by 100-500 Hz after this procedure. Figure 8 ). The deflecting 413 gradient U n+1 at the passage of bunch n + 1 through a cavity can be written 414 as the following:
where q b is the bunch charge, Since SNS operates in pulsed regime, Lorentz force detuning of cavities dur-
437
ing pulses and pulse-to-pulse jitter reduce HOM power loss even more. In 
